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The following factors must be taken into consideration when designing an effective air-oil strut:



By Dave Robinson, EAA 27320 3812 So. 92nd St. Milwaukee, Wisconsin



J. HE LANDING GEAR is an area of homebuilt aircraft design that does not receive enough attention. Steve Wittman's inventions, the leaf and tapered rod spring gears, are without doubt the ultimate in mechanical simplicity and most homebuilt designs utilize one or the other . . . or the old reliable shock-cord system. There are installations, however, that do not satisfactorily lend themselves to the aforementioned devices, most notably some low wing aircraft and aircraft with wheels buried in the



fuselage (such as a sailplane). In some instances, a small hydraulic strut would be just the ticket . . . except that the average builder/designer seems to consider the hydraulic strut too complicated for use on small aircraft. In this and future articles, the author hopes to shed some light on the "mystery" of hydraulic struts and show how you can build them yourself. Early aircraft used mostly shock cord or rubber pads



in compression to absorb the pounding of take-off and landing roll. But as planes became faster and heavier, with greater shock loads on landing, it became less desirable to be doing a hop, skip and galendesprung down the runway. Hence, the development of the air-oil strut type gear. When dismantled, the air-oil strut looks like a tube within a tube within a tube. The largest tube, or outer cylinder, is attached to the front part of the center section or in some other location, depending on the aircraft design. It holds air under pressure in the top part of the cylinder. The inner cylinder slides inside the outer tube, and is



supported at the top by a bushing that is closely fitted to the inside diameter of the outer cylinder and at the



1. LOADING: Since the strut will be required to operate in great temperature extremes and at high shock loads, material strength is of the utmost importance. 4130 aircraft tubing is available in a variety of wall thicknesses. Choose a piece of tubing that will have a sufficient wall to withstand normal stresses after stock has been removed in machining or threading the tubing. Use the remaining wall thickness as a guide. If the head is to be welded onto the tube or if any attachment fittings are to be welded on, then consider having the assembly stress relieved. By heat-



ing the part to 1000 degrees, holding it at heat for a time equal to one hour for each inch of thickness and allowing



the part to air cool slowly, the stresses accumulated at the area of the weld are dissipated. The accident involving the EAA Air Museum's P-64 (see Sport Aviation, November 1973) serves as a good example of what can happen when good welding practices are not followed. The outer cylinder that had the head torn out showed evidence of having some repair welding done on it, possibly without being removed from the aircraft. The questionable area



was around the lugs welded onto the cylinder that hold the scissors in place. There was some obvious arc welding, which is definitely frowned on for high alloy tubing. The prime cause of the failure actually was a trunnion casting



that had been poorly welded. Although the aluminum casting would not have been stress relieved, it COULD have been x-rayed to show the penetration and quality of the weld. 2. PRESSURE: Since air pressure alone keeps the strut properly extended on the ground, the builder will have to experiment some. The inner cylinder should extend not less than 20^ of its full travel. The aircraft should not be operated with



the strut fully compressed, as this places all shock loads in taxiing on the airframe. It is worth noting that at the moment of contact with the grou nd, the strut will compress, raising the air pressure in the upper cylinder considerably above the precharge pressure you put in when the gear was installed. It is that



bottom by a close fitting gland bushing. At its lower end, the inner cylinder attaches to the axle assembly and contains the hydraulic fluid needed to operate and cushion the compression of the cylinder. The innermost tube is used as the metering device. In ways, it resembles a piper's flute, having an orifice at one end to meter through the oil from the lower end of the cylinder, and a row of holes along its length to permit the fluid to flow out into the air chamber. As the cylinder compresses on landing, oil is forced



pressure you must take into account in sizing the tubing. Touchdown is no place to have a ruptured gear leg. 3. SEALS: We have something of an advantage over our counterparts of forty years ago, in that hydraulic seals made



from the i nner cylinder up through the metering orifice and



suppliers have an almost infinite variety of sizes available, plus the engineering data needed for installation. It would not be entirely fair to write an article on hydraulic landing gear without giving consideration to the negative side. Not all aircraft are suited for air-oil gear. High wing aircraft present design problems that make use of this type of gear difficult, at best. It is not considered good practice, for instance, to install the gear at the acute angles used when attaching other types. The strut does not operate as well tipped, and is not stressed for side loading. (This is the reason aircraft such as the Fairchild 24, Great Lakes, Waco RNF, etc., had elaborate "outrigger gears", which were arrangements of struts placed so as to mount the hydraulic strut as nearly upright



into the upper cylinder, compressing the air and causing the downward thrust of the aircraft to be cushioned. The



now increased air pressure forces the oil and the inner piston back out. Should the aircraft bounce back into the air in a hard landing, the gear will extend completely and be ready for another shot at greasing it in. The cylinder assembly shown was designed for application in gliders and homebuilt aircraft by EAA staffer Ben Owen and myself, and was built by Jesse Jones, a toolmaker of much talent who contributed some invaluable ideas in simplifying the manufacture and assembly of the strut. We built the prototype cylinder in Jesse's home workshop and are now in the process of load-testing it.



today can withstand great extremes in temperature and



pressure without breaking down. There are elastomers available that will withstand a temperature range of minus 25 degrees to about 250 degrees. Other seals can be obtained in nylon, teflon, rubber or viton. Industrial hydraulic



as possible.) SPORT AVIATION 15



hydraulics for the homebuilt... (Continued from preceding page)



I had an opportunity recently to talk to Jim Butler about landing gears. Jim built the champion Mustang featured on the cover of the October '73 Sport Aviation.



He has combined mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic systems into a smooth and beautifully operating retract system, complete with gear doors and indicator lights. It's worth noting that Jim designed the landing gear along



with the rest of the airplane. He used ideas borrowed from the Piper nose gear to design his mains, and in fact, used the seals from the Piper nose gear. For his retraction



system and gear doors, he used the motor, clutch and screw



principle familiar to Beechcraft owners.



I plan on presenting some design ideas on retractable



gear in a future article, so for the present I'll get back



to the air-oil strut. The Ladish Company in Cudahy, Wisconsin has been producing landing gear forgings and other aircraft and jet



engine parts for military and civilian aircraft since before



World War II, on forging presses with ram forces up to 24,000 tons and counterblow hammers with forces up to 125,000 falling pounds. These behemoth units produce parts for such aircraft as the Boeing 747. What has all



this to do with homebuilt landing gears? Pound for pound



the 747 must absorb the same stresses and loads as your homebuilt airplane, and the gear is constructed of a



material that is very similar in metalurgical content to



your 4130 aircraft steel. Although as a homebuilder you could not afford the intense schedule of quality control



checks that Ladish requires of every aircraft forging it



makes, you can insure that the components you are building are going to be safe and reliable. First, you can insure that the material you buy is of aircraft quality. The material in your landing gear can make the difference between greasing down the runway or making a lot of expensive noises on your belly, or possibly some posterior part of your anatomy. Second, you can study a landing gear from a production aircraft. Innovation is a fine thing, if you can benefit from



other's trial and error. Change for the sake of change is a poor substitute for many years of reliable service. Third, don't be afraid to seek qualified help. There are many EAA members, particularly EAA designees, who are willing and eager to offer consultation on any problems



you might encounter. Think of it this way. You have



nothing to lose but a couple years of hard work and your



airplane — if you're lucky.



ABOUT THE AUTHOR Dave Robinson is an EAA member and President of



Falcon Industrial Hydraulics, Inc., 3812 South 92nd Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He is also a hydraulic repair supervisor at the Ladish Company, Cudahy, Wisconsin. He has owned a Fairchild PT-26 and is now building an EAA Acro-Sport.



Unassembled strut. Larger leg slides in outer casing and provides pneumatic shock absorbing. Smaller inner leg has small hole drilled in lower cap in outer lip and provides dampening. Diameter of outer casing is 1.5".



Basic oleo-pneumatic strut assembled. Upper cap will be welded to upper casing. Note location of "O" ring seal. Strut is pressurized with nitrogen to eliminate dieseling. Total weight 3.5 Ibs. 16 JANUARY 1974
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Snap-on's Hints For Homebuilts 

By JOHN AMMETER .... shaky) or place a large piece of wood over the aluminum. Personally, I prefer the use of wood over flesh; so does my wife and dog, less ...
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Instrument Panel Light For Homebuilts 

light surrounding the face of each in- strument. After making the instrument panel, a. 3/16"" Plexiglas overlay is made, taking care that all cutouts exactly match ...
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1394 TRACTOR. HYDRAULICS ... Dump VÐ²lve .....8-261. Filter, Pressure Line . .... 952363 FILTER ASSEMBLY - hydraulic (See Page 8-251) '. " " " 1 i6!qÐ°Ð° rueE ...
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Sep 4, 2012 - Parts and their Function. The following section briefly describes key components within the pump. Poppet â€“ The poppet Valve is a one way ...
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Sep 4, 2012 - The Lancair 320/360 Hydraulic System is rather simple by hydraulics' ... a custom configuration that cannot be decoded using publicly available documentation. ... and cannot maintain pressure once it shuts down. ..... stock 320/360 hydr
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for aeronautics - Size 

SYMROLS i$ea. Aien of wing. Gap . . . r. Sljah. Chord. Aspect raiio. 1 ! T&e air speed ..... c,(C,=0)&0.001 c,(c,=1)&0.004 ..... Fro~aa 33.-C,', N. A. C. A. 23012 wing with external-airfoil flaps and ailerons. (0.200 flap). 6,,=-P. Aileron span=b/2. 
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Hints For Homebuilders - Size 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. ^â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢â€¢^^â€¢H. STRAP HINGES. BY THOMAS M YOUNG. On my tube and fabric homebuilt I have used strap hinges of my own ...
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Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

friend who has one), you can build one of these in a couple of ... CONSTRUCTION. The tool must fit .... fixed tri-gear design ... an electrical nature. Any hint used ...
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Ducting for Aircraft - Size 

To move air in places where moisture may be present, use the ... Cutting ducting to length for installation can be tricky. The fiberglass shell and string will. NAME.
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Looking for Lift - Size 

to tip losses. Wind tunnel data prior to the mid-1930s ..... when flying slowly at high power ... AIAA-96-2418-CP, â€œAerodynamics of the Gurney Flap,â€� Jeffrey and.
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D3W stand_UK.indd - Lifco Hydraulics 

Hydraulic. Max. operating pressure. [bar] P, A B: 350; T: 210 (DC), 105 (AC), 210 (AC Code â€œHâ€œ). Fluid. Hydraulic oil in accordance with DIN 51524 / 51525.
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Fundamentals of Hydraulics - Description 

a relationship between shear stress and the strain rate. ...... theoretical result is the Buckingham-Pi theorem, which states that, for a problem involving N ...
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D3W stand_UK.indd - Lifco Hydraulics 

[m] 50 recommended. Technical data ..... Published response times are nominal and may vary with spool, flow, pressure and temperature. * For AC input and soft ...
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Bridge Hydraulics - Description 

of Transportation. Ke Zhou ... This method is based on the following assumptions: ..... SMS can utilize digital elevation models to represent the streambeds.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

thermometer capillary with a sensing coil (not electrical, but gas and fluid .... a new generator. ... to a Fly-In just to repair cars . . . this we could have done at home ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders - Size 

Helpful Hints For Homebuildeis. Our hats arc off to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.
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